
AMISH-CRAFTED,  
OUTDOOR MODULAR  
COMFORT SEATING.
More Beauty. More Comfort. More to Love.



AMISH-CRAFTED 
DEEP SEATING

FROM START TO FINISH, 100% CRAFTED IN THE US WITH BEST-IN-CLASS MATERIALS.

VaraMora is a new modular, extreme comfort line of outdoor furniture built by the expert 
Amish crafters at PATIOVA. Crafted using the finest materials, each piece represents 

your choice for quality, durability, comfort, and beauty. Better materials and thicker 
Amish-stitched cushions are an investment for your time in your outdoor living spaces.
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MODULAR DESIGNS. ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.
Experience limitless possibilities with our modular furniture. Start with a standard 
model and enhance it, or craft an entirely unique setup tailored to your precise needs. 
Unlike other systems, VaraMora is engineered with a bolt-together system, ensuring 

greater resilience that withstands the rigors of outdoor elements and daily family use. 
This isn't just furniture; it's a symbol of comfort and customization. Experience the joy 
of creating a space that's unequivocally and undeniably yours.

SOFA ARRANGEMENT POSSIBILITIES

L-SHAPED SECTIONAL ARRANGEMENT POSSIBILITIES

U-SHAPED SECTIONAL ARRANGEMENT POSSIBILITIES

COMPLETE SET POSSIBILITIES
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SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL .  
EXCEPTIONALLY SMART.
Create the precise fit for your unique space with VaraMora 
modular furniture. Whether you're outfitting a cozy corner or 
a sprawling patio, our modular pieces can be arranged to create 
a couch of just the right length for your needs. 

Enjoy the freedom of customization, the power of choice, and 
the satisfaction of a custom fit. But the beauty of our modular 
furniture doesn’t end there. It's a living, evolving solution that 
grows with you. As your needs change, simply add on sections 
to expand your seating area. There's no room too big or space 
too unique for our modular furniture.

THIS  
4-SEAT SOFA  
ARRANGEMENT  
INCLUDES

+

1 SET OF ARMS 4 CHAIR INSERTS

+

2 PILLOWS

(1) 4-SEAT SOFA: 
#PVCS4PWHNA23

(2) PILLOWS: 
#PVPW0000PM23
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FEATURED COLORS: White poly, Sparkle Nautical cushions, and Poppy Midnight pillows (sold separately). 5



+ + +

8 CHAIR INSERTS3 SETS OF ARMS 1 OTTOMAN

THIS PATIO 
5-PC SET  
INCLUDES

(1) 4-SEAT SOFA, 
(2) LOVESEATS, 
(1) OTTOMAN, 
(1) SIDE TABLE:
#PVCS4PWHNA23

(2) PILLOWS: 
#PVPW0000WS23
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NEXT-LEVEL OUTDOOR COMFORT SEATING.
Be the architect of your own outdoor oasis and create a layout that fits your exact needs. With VaraMora modular seating, 
you can create an intimate corner for quiet evenings or design a sprawling lounge for grand gatherings; our modular seating 
easily adapts to your vision. All this with a quality backed by PATIOVA’s reputation for excellence. VaraMora will help 
transform your outdoor living into a personalized sanctuary of comfort and style.

+

1 SIDE TABLE

FEATURED COLORS: Gray poly, Storm Snow cushions, and Wyndham Silver pillows (sold separately).

+

6 PILLOWS
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FEATURED COLORS: Weathered Wood poly, Sparkle Pesto cushions, and Whisper Earth pillows (sold separately).8



+

YOUR SPACE . YOUR RULES.
Experience the ultimate in outdoor comfort with VaraMora's adaptable, modular 
seating. VaraMora provides a flexible solution that adapts to your unique needs and 
design preferences, offering unlimited options for comfort and style. The versatility 
of our modular seating allows you to create a personalized outdoor sanctuary that 
perfectly aligns with your vision. And with various color and fabric options, you can 
create a style that fits your space and your design-specific style. 

+

5 CHAIR INSERTS1 SET OF ARMS 1 CORNER INSERT

(1) 6-SEAT SECTIONAL:
#PVCS6PWWPE23

(2) PILLOWS: 
PVPW0000WE23

+

2 PILLOWS

BEYOND RECYCLED

CARBO N INITIATIV
E

One of the best warranties in the business—not 
just the high-density poly structure—includes all 
marine-grade fasteners.

Our Love or Return policy is available within 45 
days of purchase.

Recycled poly from plastic bottles. Surpassing 
other poly through specialized processes used to 
minimize greenhouse gases.

THIS 6-SEAT 
L-SHAPED  
SECTIONAL  
ARRANGEMENT  
INCLUDES
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We only use ultra-premium poly that’s smoother and more refined than other brands. Premium poly takes longer to make and has fewer inexpensive additives, but it retains 
its color and beauty longer. There is no alternative to our class of poly.

OUR PREMIUM-GRADE POLY OPTIONS.

BLACK
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WHITE

GRAY

WEATHERED 
WOOD

Start with the base poly color. Choose a poly color that suits your 
design style. All VaraMora seating comes in four poly colors.
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AMISH-CRAFTED TOUGHNESS & COMFORT.
Experience the benchmark of comfort with our thick, plush cushions. Each Amish-stitched piece is fade-resistant and a testament to our commitment to quality. Our selection of vibrant colors brings life 
and style to your outdoor spaces. The same attention to detail extends to our pillows, crafted with identical passion and precision, and both our seat and back cushions have heavy-duty zippers for easier 
cleaning and care. Choose our products today for a personalized, luxurious outdoor experience. Your space, your rules—embrace the exceptional with us.
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SPARKLE 
PESTO

STORM 
SNOW

SPARKLE 
NAUTICAL

STORM 
SMOKE

WYNDHAM SILVER

POPPY MIDNIGHT

LAVALIER PALM

Outdura fabrics are made from 
100% solution-dyed acrylic, ensuring 

outstanding technical properties 
regarding light and colorfastness,  

UV resistance, and durability.

WHISPER EARTH
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Each piece in the VaraMora collection is designed with flexibility in mind, allowing you to mix, match, and arrange as you see fit. However, if you prefer a tried-and-true arrangement, we offer a selection 
of standard layouts meticulously crafted by our design experts. Whether you customize or select a standard configuration, you're not just investing in outdoor furniture but crafting a personalized oasis of 
comfort. Love your space.

OUR FAVORITE ARRANGEMENTS.

LOVESEAT
#PVCSLSBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 50"
Depth: 31 1/2"

Seat Height*: 12"
Armrest Height: 22 3/4"

3-SEAT SOFA
#PVCS3PBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 72 1/2"
Depth: 31 1/2"

Seat Height*: 12"
Armrest Height: 22 3/4"

4-SEAT SOFA
#PVCS4PBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 95"

Depth: 31 1/2"
Seat Height*: 12"

Armrest Height: 22 3/4"

4-SEAT L-SHAPED SECTIONAL
#PVCS4SBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 56 1/2"
Depth: 79"

Seat Height*: 12"
Armrest Height: 22 3/4"

5-SEAT L-SHAPED SECTIONAL & OTTOMAN
#PVCS5OBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 79"
Depth: 79"

Seat Height*: 12"
Armrest Height: 22 3/4"

6-SEAT L-SHAPED SECTIONAL & OTTOMAN
#PVCS6OBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 79"

Depth: 101 1/2"
Seat Height*: 12"

Armrest Height: 22 3/4"
*Without cushions.

2 CHAIRS W/ARMS & SIDE TABLE
#PVASCSBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 27 1/2"
Depth: 31 1/2"

Seat Height*: 12"
Armrest Height: 22 3/4"
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EASY TO ORDER. SIMPLE TO SET UP. MORE TO LOVE.
Transform your space in no time. We believe in the beauty 
of simplicity; therefore, we include everything you need. 
We provide everything from the highest-quality fasteners to 
the simplest instructions. Every detail is considered with our 
commitment to craftsmanship, resulting in a product that's 
durable and incredibly easy to assemble. With our furniture, 
you're not just buying a product but investing in a seamless, 
stress-free experience. So, step into a world where setting up 
your outdoor oasis space is as easy as enjoying it.

Use the VaraMora separates, inserts, and arms to build your custom arrangement or add to your existing collection.

SEPARATES, INSERTS AND ARMS.

CHAIR W/ARMS
#PVSECABLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 27 1/2"
Depth: 31 1/2"

Seat Height*: 12"
Armrest Height: 22 3/4"

OTTOMAN W/TRAY
#PVSEOTBLSN23

Height: 18"
Width: 23"
Depth: 26" 

SIDE TABLE
#PVSESTBL0023

Height: 18 1/2"
Width: 22 3/4"
Depth: 17 1/2"

CHAIR INSERT
#PVINCHBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 22 1/2"
Depth: 31 1/2"

Seat Height*: 12"

CORNER INSERT
#PVINCOBLSN23

Height: 33"
Width: 56 1/2"
Depth: 56 1/2"

Seat Height*: 12"

ARMS
#PVINARBL0023

Height: 22 3/4"
Width: 4"

Depth: 29"
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